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ABSTRACT
We study the behaviour of the spin-ellipticity radial tracks for 507 galaxies from the Sydney
AAO Multiobject Integral Field (SAMI) Galaxy Survey with stellar kinematics out to ≥1.5Re.
We advocate for a morpho-dynamical classification of galaxies, relying on spatially resolved
photometric and kinematic data. We find the use of spin-ellipticity radial tracks is valuable
in identifying substructures within a galaxy, including embedded and counter-rotating discs,
that are easily missed in unilateral studies of the photometry alone. Conversely, bars are
rarely apparent in the stellar kinematics but are readily identified on images. Consequently,
we distinguish the spin-ellipticity radial tracks of seven morpho-dynamical types: elliptical,
lenticular, early spiral, late spiral, barred spiral, embedded disc, and 2σ galaxies. The
importance of probing beyond the inner radii of galaxies is highlighted by the characteristics
of galactic features in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks present at larger radii. The density of
information presented through spin-ellipticity radial tracks emphasizes a clear advantage to
representing galaxies as a track, rather than a single point, in spin-ellipticity parameter space.
Key words: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: photometry – galaxies: structure.
 E-mail: alexander.rawlings@helsinki.fi
†Hubble Fellow.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
For the best part of the last century, galaxies have been studied
solely using images. The classification scheme based on visual
morphology of galaxy images first proposed by Hubble (1926) is
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still widely used. Elliptical (E) and lenticular (S0) galaxies are often
referred to as early types and barred or unbarred spirals (SB or S)
known as late types. Spirals may be further divided into early spirals
(eSp) and late spirals (lSp).
In parallel, relatively recent advances in spatially resolved
spectroscopy, in particular integral field spectroscopy (IFS), has
enabled the study of the stellar and gas kinematics of galaxies.
Galaxy classification schemes have consequently been refined with
both detailed light profile analyses (e.g. de Vaucouleurs 1959) and
kinematics (e.g. Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2011; van
de Sande et al. 2017).
At first, it was assumed that early-type galaxies were pressure
supported. It was soon realized that E galaxies are not solely
pressure-supported and hence often do rotate (e.g. Bertola &
Capaccioli 1975; Scorza & Bender 1995), with the majority of E
galaxies exhibiting significant rotation (e.g. Emsellem et al. 2011),
a trait initially thought to pertain only to later types (i.e. S0 and S).
The Spectroscopic Aerial Unit for Research on Optical Nebulae
(SAURON) team (Emsellem et al. 2007) pioneered the use of a
luminosity-weighted spin parameter, which is analogous to that
commonly used in theoretical work, to classify early-type galaxies
according to their kinematics. Emsellem et al. (2007) proposed the
spin parameter, represented as λR, conveniently condenses the 2D-
kinematic information within a set aperture into a single parameter.
When plotted as a function of mean apparent ellipticity, λR is
typically used to delineate early-type galaxies into two kinematic
families: fast rotators and slow rotators.
Kinematic classification has not supplanted morphological clas-
sifications, however, in part because kinematic maps are observa-
tionally costly compared to images, making morphological classifi-
cations more readily available. Additionally, is there information
to be gleaned from imaging that kinematic maps alone cannot
provide? The field-of-view, spatial resolution and achievable depth
of integral field spectroscopic data typically limit the radial extent at
which a kinematic classification can be made, with typical kinematic
classifications being based on the inner effective radius (i.e. R 
1Re) only (e.g. Emsellem et al. 2007; Cappellari 2016b; van de
Sande et al. 2017). Hence, kinematic classifications are typically
based on only about half the stellar light.
The implications of the limitations on the radial extent of IFS
data became apparent as spatially resolved stellar kinematics at
large galactocentric radii became available. Coccato et al. (2009)
and Pulsoni et al. (2017) identified a number of massive early-
type galaxies with a marked decrease in rotational support beyond
1Re using planetary nebulae as kinematic tracers. Similarly, using
data from the SAGES Legacy Unifying Globulars and GalaxieS
(SLUGGS) Survey (Brodie et al. 2014), Proctor et al. (2009)
showed that although NGC 821 and NGC 2768 have comparable
spins (λR, e.g. Emsellem et al. 2007) at 1Re, their spins differ
markedly in the outskirts. Weijmans et al. (2009) subsequently
confirmed the decreasing rotational support of NGC 821 at large
radii using the SAURON spectrograph. Arnold et al. (2011) found
a significant fraction (6 out of 22) of early-type galaxies with
decreasing outer rotational support. This feature of radially de-
creasing rotational support was interpreted as rotationally supported
‘embedded disc’ structures within larger scale slowly or non-
rotating structures, whereby the disc dominates the flux within
the inner radii (type ES, e.g. Liller 1966). Embedded discs have
also been found in the SAMI Galaxy survey (Foster et al. 2018) in
proportions consistent with those found in SLUGGS (Arnold et al.
2014; Bellstedt et al. 2017a) once accounting for observational
limitations.
Savorgnan & Graham (2016) pointed out that morphological
structures reminiscent of embedded disc galaxies have been known
from photometry alone for decades (e.g. Liller 1966; Rix & White
1990; Cinzano & van der Marel 1994), with some having been
confirmed spectroscopically using stellar kinematics (e.g. Nieto,
Capaccioli & Held 1988). More recently, Jerjen, Kalnajs & Binggeli
(2000) found residuals with clear spiral structures embedded within
the carefully subtracted bulge of a dwarf elliptical. Embedded
disc galaxies are rarely discussed and often discarded, with many
considering their structure (small-scale disc in large-scale bulge)
‘unphysical’ (e.g. Allen et al. 2006; Vika et al. 2014). The question
of how common embedded disc galaxies are needs to be settled in
order to understand their importance in galactic evolution. Identi-
fication of embedded disc galaxies in data sets with limited radial
coverage and spatial resolution is challenging (e.g. Foster et al.
2018). Graham et al. (2017) suggested that embedded disc galaxies
should be readily identified in the spin-ellipticity diagram, a param-
eter space that combines both kinematic and photometric properties,
through tell-tale counterclockwise radial tracks. This combined
spectroscopy and imaging approach to identifying embedded disc
galaxies has already been validated in Bellstedt et al. (2017b).
In this work, we further test the hypothesis that spin-ellipticity
radial tracks can be used to identify embedded discs. We extend
the method to all morphological types and look for ‘rules of
behaviour’ common to specific classes of galaxies.1 We show that
this combined approach of using both photometric and kinematic
data provides a useful and harmonizing scheme to classify galaxies
into meaningful (i.e. both visually and kinematically legitimate)
categories. The paper is divided as follows: our data and sample
selection are presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the analysis
method used to extract and interpret the spin-ellipticity radial tracks
for specific classes of galaxies and also outlines our results. A
detailed discussion of these results can be found in Section 4. A
brief summary and our conclusions are outlined in Section 5.
We assume a CDM cosmology with m = 0.3, λ = 0.7, and
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
2 DATA
We use Sydney AAO Multi-object Integral Field (SAMI; Croom
et al. 2012) spectrograph data obtained as part of the SAMI
Galaxy Survey (Bryant et al. 2015; Owers et al. 2017). The SAMI
instrument boasts 13 integral field unit (IFU) hexabundles, enabling
the aquisition of spatially resolved spectroscopy for 13 objects si-
multaneously (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2014). For
the SAMI Galaxy Survey, we target 12 galaxies and one calibrator
star per field. Each hexabundle is comprised of 61 tightly packed
optical fibres offering a 73 per cent filling factor over a 15 arcsec
diameter. In addition to the 13 hexabundles, the SAMI instrument
has 26 individual sky fibres over its one degree field of view. Optical
fibres (hexabundle and sky) are fed into the AAOmega spectrograph
(Sharp et al. 2006) on the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope.
The final SAMI Galaxy Survey sample contains ∼3000 low-
redshift (0.004 ≤ z ≤ 0.095) galaxies with a step-wise redshift-
dependent stellar mass selection. The details of the SAMI target
selection for the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA; Driver et al.
2011) fields and the cluster samples are discussed by Bryant et al.
1The title of this paper is borrowed from the seminal paper by Frank Briggs
(1990), who studied the rules of behaviour for H I warps using radial tracks
of the orientation of the angular momentum vector in galaxies.
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(2015) and Owers et al. (2017), respectively. The early, first, and
second public data releases are described in Allen et al. (2015),
Green et al. (2018), and Scott et al. (2018), respectively.
The 580V and 1000R gratings are used for the blue and red
arms of the AAOmega spectrograph. This yields a median spectral
resolution of R ∼ 1809 and R ∼ 4310 in the blue and red arms,
respectively, for a broad combined wavelength coverage of 3750–
5750 Å (blue) and 6300–7400 Å (red). The full SAMI data reduction
process is described in Allen et al. (2015) and Sharp et al. (2015), and
summarized here. We use the 2DFDR pipeline (Croom, Saunders &
Heald 2004) to reduce the SAMI data. The pipeline performs the
common spectral reduction steps: subtraction of bias frames, flat
fielding, cosmic ray removal, wavelength calibration using CuAr arc
frames and sky subtraction. The technique developed by Sharp &
Birchall (2010) is used to extract a spectrum for each fibre. Details
of the spectral data reduction steps performed by 2DFDR can be
found in Hopkins et al. (2013). Flux calibration is then performed
using a primary standard star observed on the same night as the
observations. A secondary standard star observed simultaneously
with each field is used for flux scaling and telluric absorption
corrections. The observing strategy involves a seven point dither
pattern to deal with gaps between fibres within the hexabundles and
ensure continuous sampling. A minimum of six dithers is required
to reconstruct datacubes for any galaxy. Flux and covariance are
carefully propagated on to a grid as described in Sharp et al. (2015).
2.1 Extraction of the spatially resolved kinematics
For each spaxel, the line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD)
is parametrized with a Gaussian using the penalized pixel-fitting
(PPXF; Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2016a) algorithm.
The recession velocity, V, and velocity dispersion, σ , are measured
by fitting template spectra. As described in van de Sande et al.
(2017), spectra within elliptical annuli are first combined into a
high signal-to-noise spectrum to determine the best template to be
used for fitting the LOSVD on individual member spaxels. This
two-step fitting process is used to mitigate uncertainties due to
template mismatch, which significantly affect lower signal-to-noise
spectra. For each spaxel, residuals between the observed spectrum
and the pre-determined template broadened through convolution
with a Gaussian LOSVD (V, σ ) are minimized.
2.2 Visual classification and image preparation
Visual classification of galaxy morphology of the entire SAMI
Galaxy Survey is conducted on SDSS and VST images, as described
in Cortese et al. (2019). Image cut-outs for all SAMI targets are
made from either the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS; de Jong et al.
2015, 2017) observed with the European Southern Observatory’s
Very Large Telescope (VLT) Survey Telescope OmegaCAM, or
the Subaru Telescope Hyper Suprime Camera (HSC) Public Data
Release 1 (PDR1; Aihara et al. 2018). The KiDS r-band co-
added images are downloaded directly from the European Southern
Observatory archive. The images are 5 × 360s dithers for a total
exposure time of 1800s. The KiDS cut-outs are 300 × 300 pixels
with a pixel scale of 0.2 arcsec pix−1. HSC PDR1 r-band images
are downloaded using the PDR1 (Aihara et al. 2018) ‘DAS Quarry’
tool.2 All HSC images are taken from the Wide Survey with 600s
total exposure time. Both surveys report typical seeing around 0.68
2https://hsc-release.mtk.nao.ac.jp/das quarry/
arcsec. Cut-outs are nominally 1 arcmin × 1 arcmin centred on the
SAMI targets positions. In practice, the HSC pixel scale is 0.168
arcsec pixel−1, hence cut-outs of 360 × 360 pixels yield images that
are 1.008 arcmin on the side.
2.3 Sample selection
Our sample selection follows van de Sande et al. (2017) and Foster
et al. (2018), but only includes the GAMA sample of the SAMI
Galaxy Survey. We do not include the cluster sample because the
imaging quality (i.e. depth and spatial resolution) is not suitable
for our analysis. We select from GAMA galaxies included in the
internal team release version v0.11. First, galaxies with no spaxels
satisfying Verror < 30 km s−1 and σ error < 0.1σ + 25 km s−1 are
discarded. We further require that the spatial resolution or half width
at half-maximum (HWHM) of the SAMI data not exceed 1Re. From
the remaining parent sample of 2102 galaxies with reliable stellar
kinematics, we identify a sample of galaxies with measured stellar
kinematics (V and σ ) out to at least 1.5Re. The outermost radius
probed must have at least 85 per cent of spaxels meeting our Verror
and σ error quality criteria. There are 568 SAMI galaxies satisfying
this selection. During the analysis of the sample, a total of 51
galaxies fail to meet the analysis requirements imposed (Section 3),
and are thus removed from the sample. The removal of the final
51 galaxies reduces the total number of galaxies studied to 507. As
discussed in Foster et al. (2018), this selection is biased in favour
of earlier morphological types and higher Se´rsic index values,
demonstrated in Fig. 1. By construction, our selection removes
galaxies with effective radii larger than two-thirds the size of an
individual hexabundle.
3 A NA LY SI S AND RESULTS
In this section, we present our analysis and findings from the sample
of 507 SAMI galaxies satisfying our selection criteria of those
galaxies with measured stellar kinematics out to  1.5Re.
3.1 Kinematic profiles
We apply a clipping to the velocity and velocity dispersion maps to
remove kinematic outlying spaxels that are beyond three standard
deviations from the mean spaxel value. For those galaxies that had
a spaxel clipped, the kinematic profiles are recalculated. Next,
we determine radial variation in the stellar kinematics of the
selected SAMI galaxies by computing the local spin parameter
λ(R), originally defined in Emsellem et al. (2007) and adapted by
Bellstedt et al. (2017b):
λ(R) =
∑
i∈A Ri |Vi |∑
i∈A Ri
√
V 2i + σ 2i
, (1)
where Ri is the galactocentric radius, Vi the normalized recession
velocity, and σ i the velocity dispersion, within the ith spaxel in
the elliptical annulus A with circularized radius R. In contrast with
previous work on spin-ellipticity radial tracks, we measure R using
a single global ellipticity value. This is necessary as the kinematic
maps have significantly lower spatial resolution [full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) ∼2 arcsec] and sampling (0.5 arcsec pixel
scale) compared to the HSC (0.168 arcsec pixel scale) and KiDS (0.2
arcsec pixel scale) imaging sampling and resolution (∼0.6 arcsec).
Allowing a radially varying ellipticity value when measuring λ(R)
could lead to the same kinematic pixel being included in non-
consecutive radial bins. Hence, adopting a single global ellipticity
MNRAS 491, 324–343 (2020)
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Figure 1. Histograms showing the distributions in stellar mass log M∗/M, Se´rsic Index n, (g − i) colour, apparent ellipticity ε, effective radius Re, and visual
morphology (E: elliptical, S0: lenticular, eSp: early spiral, and lSp: late spiral). The distributions are found from the SDSS imaging used by Cortese et al.
(2019) in identifying visual morphology. The parent sample is shown in light blue, with the study sample overlayed in dark blue. The study sample has no
galaxies with Re > 6, a higher fraction of galaxies with high Se´rsic index, a higher fraction of galaxies with high (g − i) colour and earlier morphological types
than the parent sample.
value, i.e. sampling along concentric ellipses, ensures individual
pixels are only included in consecutive rolling bins.
We calculate the ratio of ordered to random stellar motion as a
function of radius following, e.g. Wu et al. (2014) and Foster et al.
(2018):
V /σ (R) =
√√√√∑
i∈A
(
Vi
σi
)2
. (2)
Rolling annular bins of 25 spaxels at ten spaxel intervals are chosen
for calculating both λ(R) and V/σ (R). We find that λ(R) scales with
V/σ (R) as λ(R) = ζ v/σ (R)/
√
1 + ζ 2 v/σ (R)2 as described by
Emsellem et al. (2011). For a selection of radial measurements of
v/σ (R) and λ(R) between 0.5Re and 2.0Re, ζ is found to be 	0.85,
similar to the value of ζ 	 0.9 reported in Bellstedt et al. (2017b)
for the SLUGGS survey.
3.2 Photometry profiles
We fit ellipses extending from a common flux-weighted galactic
centre along isophotes using the PROFOUND (Robotham et al. 2018)
package. The package PROFOUND uses the watershed approach to
segment an image, as described in Robotham et al. (2018). During
the analysis, 43 galaxies within the sample cannot be correctly
segmented due to low S/N and neighbouring structures adversely
affecting image segmentation, and are removed from the study. The
PROFOUND package calculates the modified radius Rm, which for
elliptical isophotes is
Rm =
√
(Rt sin (θt )Arat)2 + (Rt cos (θt ))2, (3)
with Arat = 1 − ε the minor-to-major axial ratio of each isophotal
ellipse (0 ≤ Arat ≤ 1),
Rt =
√
(x − xcen)2 + (y − ycen)2 (4)
and
θt = arctan x − xcen
y − ycen + θ. (5)
Hence, x and y specify the location of a pixel, centred at xcen and
ycen, and θ is the major-axis position angle (Robotham et al. 2017).
Some galaxies are better fitted with boxy isophotes. Consequently,
Rm is adjusted to
Rm =
[(Rt sin(θt )Arat)(2+B) + (Rt cos(θt ))(2+B)] 12+B , (6)
where B is the boxiness, defined to be −1 ≤ B ≤ 1 in the Robotham
et al. (2017) software package. If the galaxy is not described by a
boxy profile, B is 0, and thus equation (6) reduces to equation (3).
Both a boxy and non-boxy fit are created for each galaxy image,
and the better fit is determined through visual inspection. For the
188 galaxies with imaging from both HSC and KiDS, we select the
fit with the higher number of elliptical contours (typically the HSC
image), provided that the fit is correctly segmented. If the fit with
the higher number of elliptical contours is incorrectly segmented (as
a result of e.g. bright nearby object), the fit with the lower number
of elliptical contours (typically KiDS) is selected, provided that the
fit is correctly segmented. In the event that neither the HSC nor the
KiDS image is correctly segmented, the galaxy is removed from the
sample.
3.3 Spin-ellipticity radial tracks
A smoothing cubic spline is fit to the ellipticity as a function of
radius for the inner 90 per cent of ellipses (indicated as solid black
ellipses in Fig. 2), as the outer 10 per cent of ellipses are typically
faint and noisy. A smoothing cubic spline is also fit to the local spin
as a function of radius. The spline fit for both variables requires
there to be a minimum of five radial points. A total of 18 galaxies
fail to meet this criterion, and are discarded from further analysis.
The smoothing cubic spline of a set of variables {xi, yi} over some
MNRAS 491, 324–343 (2020)
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Figure 2. Ellipse fitting to an elliptical galaxy (first panel), an edge-on galaxy (second panel), and to a barred spiral galaxy (third panel). The isophotal lines for
the inner 90 per cent of ellipses (solid black lines) are superimposed on either the KiDS or HSC image of the galaxy using the PROFOUND package developed
by Robotham et al. (2018). The outer 10 per cent of ellipses are not used in the analysis due to low S/N ratios. The area segmented from the original image
corresponding to the study galaxy is enclosed by the green border. Note the highly elliptical ellipses at small radii in the isophotal fit to the barred spiral galaxy
SAMI 17314, and the return to less-elliptical ellipses at outer radii.
interval [a, b] is defined in Green & Silverman (1994) as
ˆf = argminf
n∑
i=1
(yi − f (xi))2 + κ
∫ b
a
(
f ′′(x))2 dx. (7)
The criterion is a balance between least-squares optimization and a
penalty term that increases as the second derivative of the fitted
function f introduces higher order moments of x. The κ ≥ 0
parameter determines the strength of each penalty term in the
minimization (Green & Silverman 1994). We test the spline fits for
a set of five splines per galaxy with differing κ with the R function
SMOOTH.SPLINE which takes as argument the desired smoothing
parameter, from which the minimized penalty term κ in equation (7)
is calculated. A lower smoothing parameter value allows the spline
to more closely follow the data, whereas a larger smoothing
parameter value will not follow the data as closely. Consequently,
the choice of smoothing parameter is a balance between overfitting
the data (overinterpreting the noise) and potentially smoothing over
physically meaningful features.
We consider smoothing parameter values between 0.3 and 0.7
inclusive in 0.1 increments. Creating five splines for both ellipticity
and spin enables us to determine the most appropriate smoothing
spline, and to test the robustness of the model against differing
penalty values. A plot of the five splines used to model ellipticity and
spin, and the resulting spin-ellipticity plot, is shown in Figs 3 and 4.
We find the qualitative trends in spin-ellipticity parameter space for
each morpho-dynamical type are largely independent of the penalty
value κ chosen (e.g. Fig. 3); however, a minority of spin-ellipticity
radial tracks are sensitive to the chosen smoothing parameter (e.g.
Fig. 4). For consistency and to minimize both the effect of overfitting
and the effect of oversmoothing, a smoothing parameter value of 0.5
is chosen to construct the spin-ellipticity radial tracks for galaxies
in the sample.
Spin-ellipticity radial tracks are limited to the radial extent that is
common to both the spin and ellipticity profiles (Rmin to Rmax). We
thus define the term ‘track segment length’, denoted L as being the
mean length of the spin-ellipticity radial track of a galaxy between
adjacent radial points in spin-ellipticity parameter space. A short
track segment length will have closely spaced radial points, and a
long track segment length will have well-spread radial points on the
spin-ellipticity radial plot. The track segment length is derived from
the arc length in calculus:
L =
∫
C
√
(dx)2 + (dy)2ds, (8)
which, given the parametric equations used to construct the spin-
ellipticity parameter space ε(R) and λ(R), becomes
L =
∫
C
√
(d(ε(R)))2 + (d(λ(R)))2dR. (9)
For a finite number N of radial points Ri spanning from Rmin to
Rmax that form the set {Ri ∈ R|i ∈ N ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ N ∧ Ri+1 − Ri =
k}, the track segment length is thus
L =
∑N−1
i=1
√
(ε(Ri+1) − ε(Ri))2 + (λ(Ri+1) − λ(Ri))2
N − 1 . (10)
The track segment length represents the average rate of change in
both local spin and ellipticity with radius. We find no statistically
significant correlation between track segment length and the number
of radial points sampled.
The median radial range Rmax–Rmin probed is similar across all
morpho-dynamical types in the sample, ranging from 1.12Re for
lSp galaxies to 1.29Re for S0 galaxies.
We find that ellipticals have the shortest median track segment
length of the morpho-dynamical types, and barred spirals the longest
median track segment length, as shown in Fig. 5. The morpho-
dynamical types with the largest median track segment length have
a pronounced bulge-disc transition: these are eSB, eSp, and ES
galaxies. The use of the track segment length is a quantitative
measure of the radial spacing of galaxy’s spin-ellipticity radial
track, directly related to its qualitative appearance in spin-ellipticity
parameter space.
We also compute the embedded disc index IED, as defined in
Foster et al. (2018), for each galaxy:
IED = (V /σ )max − V /σ (Rmax)(V /σ )sd (11)
with (V/σ )max the maximum and V/σ (Rmax) the outermost value of
the ratio of ordered to pressure dynamical support. The standard
deviation about the V/σ profile is (V/σ )sd. The embedded disc
index is a measure of the likelihood of a galaxy possessing an
MNRAS 491, 324–343 (2020)
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Figure 3. Differing choices of the R spline smoothing parameter [corresponding to differing minimized κ in equation (7)] for the spline fits for ellipticity
(top left), spin (bottom left), and the resulting spin-ellipticity plot (centre) for SAMI 70532. The KiDS image is presented (right). The residuals for ellipticity
and spin are given below the respective plot. Increasing the smoothing spline parameter increases the smoothing effect, potentially losing important data (red
spline), whereas decreasing the smoothing parameter increases the likelihood of fitting to noise (dark blue spline). A midway smoothing parameter value of
0.5 is chosen as a compromise between overfitting and oversmoothing for later analysis. As demonstrated in the spin-ellipticity radial plot, the resulting effect
on the spin-ellipticity radial track is qualitatively minimal. The error for both ε(R) and λ(R) corresponding to a smoothing parameter value of 0.5 is given in
the spin-ellipticity radial plot.
Figure 4. Subplots as per Fig. 3 for SAMI 288803. SAMI 288803 demonstrates a minority case whereby the choice of the spline smoothing parameter [and
resulting κ in equation (7)] can drastically affect the spin-ellipticity radial track of the galaxy. A smoothing parameter value of 0.3 fits primarily to noise in
the data, whereas a smoothing parameter value of 0.7 smooths over data that potentially has physical meaning. As was done for SAMI 70532, a compromise
between overfitting and oversmoothing was made by selecting a smoothing parameter value of 0.5. Note the differing scale for ε(R) and λ(R) for SAMI 288803
compared to SAMI 70532.
embedded disc structure. As proposed by Foster et al. (2018), an
IED of 	4 corresponds to the threshold for visual identification of
embedded discs, indicating a statistically significant decline in the
profile (shown as a dashed horizontal line in Fig. 6).
We use the Hubble classification scheme as a prior, and extend
the classes to include those galaxies with interesting kinematic
features: namely embedded disc and counter-rotating disc galaxies
(also known as 2σ ). We find the kinematics of a galaxy are linked to
its visual morphology. In Figs 7 and 8, we show a selection of typical
diagnostic plots for each morpho-dynamical type with measured
kinematic data out to 1.5Re. Plots for those galaxies discussed in
the text, but not included in the main figures, may be found in
Appendix B (Figs B1–B5), whilst plots for all galaxies may be
found in the supplementary material.
Elliptical galaxies demonstrate spin-ellipticity radial tracks in
a compact section of spin-ellipticity space: ε(R)  0.3, λ(R) 
0.4 in > 85 per cent of elliptical galaxies, even though the radial
range probed extends to  1.9Re in most ellipticals. Typically,
elliptical galaxies have a short track segment length with a median
value of LE = 0.015 (Fig. 5). However, elliptical galaxies with
significant rotation have a radially increasing ellipticity and spin,
thus tracing a slightly longer track segment length of up to LE 	
0.04. Comparatively, elliptical galaxies with little or no significant
rotation have constant ellipticity and little radial dependence on
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Figure 5. Box plots of track segment length, defined as the mean segment length between adjacent radial points in spin-ellipticity parameter space, for each
morpho-dynamical type. The whiskers extend to include those data points within 1.5IQR above and below the box, and outliers beyond 1.5IQR are represented
by individual circles. In spin-ellipticity parameter space, galaxies with a short track segment length have closely-spaced radial points, and galaxies with long
track segment lengths have far-spaced radial points. Elliptical galaxies have the smallest median track segment length, and barred spirals the largest. For the
2σ morpho-dynamical type, only one data point exists (SAMI 239560).
Figure 6. The embedded disc index, IED, plotted as a function of V/σ at 1Re for those galaxies with IED > 0. Galaxies with kinematic data out to 1.5Re are
plotted in red, and galaxies with kinematic data out to only 1.0Re in blue. The dashed horizontal line at IED = 4 indicates the threshold above which visual
identification of embedded discs may be made, as per Foster et al. (2018). Galaxies of the 1.5Re data set with IED > 4 are labelled, as are the embedded disc
galaxies SAMI 56140, SAMI 347432, and SAMI 136841.
spin, resulting in spin-ellipticity radial tracks occupying low-
spin and low-ellipticity parameter space (e.g. SAMI 238500 in
Fig. 7). Elliptical galaxies with defined rotation display a radial
decrease in velocity dispersion (Fig. 7). In more than 90 per cent of
elliptical galaxies, the V/σ (R) profile monotonically increases with
radius.
Conversely, lenticular, early spiral, and late spiral galaxies
qualitatively display extended spin-ellipticity radial tracks, with
the tracks of lenticular galaxies indicating an increase in spin and
ellipticity with radius. The median track segment lengths of S0
and lSp galaxies are found to be LS0 = 0.027 and LlSp = 0.028,
respectively (Fig. 5). Early spirals tend to increased track segment
lengths, with a median of LeSp = 0.038. Approximately, half of
early spirals display a similar trend in their spin-ellipticity radial
tracks to lenticulars, whilst other early spirals display a sudden
radial decrease in ellipticity at outer radii. To further study the
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Figure 7. The KiDS r-band image for an example of each morpho-dynamical type with the stellar recession velocity (V [km s−1], second column) and stellar
velocity dispersion (σ [km s−1], third panel) maps. The red ellipse (column one) and the black ellipse (columns two and three) indicate 1Re. Recession velocity
and velocity dispersion ranges are given in the format [blue, red] and [yellow, red] in the respective panels. In the fourth column are the spin-ellipticity radial
tracks with increasing radius from Rmin to Rmax in 0.1Re increments. The points are coloured red to blue, with the colour of the point indicating the radius
in Re probed. Typical scatter in ε(R) and λ(R) are shown as error bars on the bottom right. Also shown are the V/σ profiles with the spline fit as a red solid
line (fifth column) and combined V (left axis labels, blue line spline and circle symbols) and σ (right axis labels, red line spline, and triangle symbols) profiles
(right-most panel). Example elliptical (E, top row), lenticular (S0, second row), early spirals (eSp, third and fourth rows) and late spiral (lSp, bottom row) are
shown. Different morpho-dynamical types show a range of typical spin-ellipticity radial tracks.
spin-ellipticity radial tracks of early spirals, we thus divide the
early spiral population into two types: Type I, which display spin-
ellipticity radial tracks qualitatively similar to lenticulars (Type I
in Fig. 9), and Type II, which display a sudden radial decrease in
ellipticity at outer radii (Type II in Fig. 9). The overall-linear slope
between spin and ellipticity with radius typically has less fluctuation
for lenticular galaxies than that of Type I early spirals. Late spirals
do not demonstrate as clearly defined a trend as lenticular or early
spirals, with the spin-ellipticity radial profile spanning a range of
slopes, as shown in Fig. 9. Clearly defined rotation is seen in all but
four spiral galaxies (SAMI 55245, SAMI 296742, SAMI 422289,
and SAMI 543895, further discussed in Section 4.3), and a radial
decrease in velocity dispersion is displayed by the majority of early-
type spirals, and the minority of late-type spirals (i.e. SAMI 177143
and SAMI 296639, respectively, in Fig. 7). The V/σ (R) profile
increases with radius for spiral galaxies of both early and late types.
We confirm that embedded disc galaxies, defined as galaxies with
flux from the inner radii dominated by a disc component, and flux
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Figure 8. Columns as per Fig. 7 for a typical embedded disc (ES, top row), 2σ (second row), and early barred spiral (eSB, third row) in SAMI. These special
classes of galaxies show tell-tale patterns in their spin-ellipticity tracks.
Figure 9. Spin-ellipticity radial tracks for a maximum of four galaxies of each morpho-dynamical type with stellar kinematics measured out to 1.5Re. The
radial range probed is indicated by the point colour on the plot, with a normalized radius of 0 indicated by deep red, and the maximum 2.5 by dark blue (this is
the same scaling as in Figs 7 and 8). The typical radial range probed extends to ∼1.5Re. Note early spirals are divided across two panels, to better highlight
the difference between Type I and Type II early spiral galaxies. Whilst four galaxies of each type are shown for visual clarity, the spin-ellipticity radial tracks
of all galaxies in our sample may be found in the supplementary material.
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at the outer radii dominated by the bulge component (i.e. Foster
et al. 2018), produce a distinct counterclockwise signature in their
spin-ellipticity radial tracks (shown in the top row of Fig. 8). The
spin-ellipticity radial tracks of embedded disc galaxies in our sample
are reminiscent of those seen in the SLUGGS survey, discussed in
Bellstedt et al. (2017b). From this trend, three embedded disc galax-
ies (SAMI 56140 in Fig. 8, and SAMI 136841 and SAMI 347432)
are clearly identified, and a further four potential embedded disc
galaxies (SAMI 91697, SAMI 505341, SAMI 545903, and SAMI
618976) discovered; diagnostic plots can be found in Appendix B.
The decrease in ellipticity and spin occurs at differing radii for each
embedded disc galaxy (Fig. 9). The median track segment length
of embedded disc galaxies is LES = 0.034 (Fig. 5). Embedded disc
galaxies display an initial increase in V/σ (R), peaking at ∼1–1.5Re,
followed by a decrease in V/σ (R) to the outermost radii. This trend
is reversed for velocity dispersion (Fig. 8, shown explicitly in the
velocity dispersion map), and is unique to embedded disc galaxies.
The velocity dispersion of an embedded disc galaxy is enhanced
along the minor rotation axis, and decreases radially along the major
rotation axis. The distinctive structure in the embedded disc velocity
dispersion profile is highlighted against the velocity dispersion
profiles of morphologically standard galaxies shown in Figs 7 and
8. The three embedded disc galaxies SAMI 56140, SAMI 136841,
and SAMI 347432 each have an IED above, or just below, IED = 4.
One galaxy in the sample demonstrates a rare, double-peaked
velocity dispersion in its two-dimensional velocity dispersion map.
Such a galaxy has been termed a 2σ galaxy (Krajnovic´ et al. 2011;
Alabi et al. 2015). The 2σ galaxy in our sample, SAMI 239560, is
identified through a characteristic spin-ellipticity radial track of a
slight increase in the local spin parameter with increasing ellipticity,
followed by a dramatic decrease in spin corresponding to a marginal
loss in ellipticity with radius. The velocity dispersion profile of this
galaxy indicates a radially increasing velocity dispersion over the
probed radii, as in Fig. 8. Conversely, the velocity profile of the 2σ
galaxy decreases beyond 	1Re. The ratio V/σ (R) monotonically
decreases with radius, though the decrease is minor (∼0.2). The
galaxy SAMI 99430 is also noted as a potential 2σ galaxy based on
its spin-ellipticity profile (Fig. 9), although the velocity dispersion
map is not consistent with that of a 2σ galaxy. Importantly, the
IED of the 2σ galaxy SAMI 239560 is greater than other morpho-
dynamical types, with IED = 10.9. The track segment length of
SAMI 239560 is found to be L2σ = 0.021; how representative this
value is of 2σ galaxies in general is inconclusive without further
data from more 2σ galaxies.
Barred spiral galaxies exhibit a distinct spin-ellipticity radial
relation, reminiscent of that of embedded discs, but without the
decreasing spin with radius. The ellipticity of barred spirals de-
creases at the outer radii. The most noticeable variation in the
spin-ellipticity radial tracks of barred spiral galaxies (Fig. 9) is
the difference in local spin at Rmin and Rmax. Barred spirals have the
greatest track segment length of all the morpho-dynamical types,
with a median value of LeSB = 0.053, and thus have radial points
that are well-spread in spin-ellipticity parameter space. Similar to
that of regular early- and late-type spiral galaxies shown in Fig. 7,
the V/σ (R) profile for barred spiral galaxies increases with radius. In
the sample, all barred spiral galaxies were identified as early spirals
through visual inspection.
Within the spin-ellipticity radial tracks of each morpho-
dynamical type, minor variation is apparent. Visual classification
of galaxy morphology for those galaxies in the GAMA survey
was initially performed on SDSS images (Cortese et al. 2019),
whilst we use higher resolution HSC and KiDS data for ellipse
profile fitting. Using the HSC and KiDS images, visual inspection
indicates 3/107 of E, 7/169 of S0, 4/133 of eSp, 4/50 of lSp, and
2/10 of eSB galaxies did not demonstrate the spin-ellipticity radial
track typical of their corresponding morpho-dynamical type. The
catalogue ID, SDSS classification, HSC/KiDS classification, and
the spin-ellipticity radial track classification for each of the outlying
galaxies is presented in Table C1 in Appendix C.
4 D ISCUSSION
In this work, we combine photometry and stellar kinematic anal-
ysis in a qualitative morphodynamical approach to produce spin-
ellipticity radial tracks for each galaxy in the SAMI Galaxy Survey
internal data release v0.11 sample with stellar kinematics out to
1.5Re. We quantify the spin-ellipticity radial tracks by calculating
the track segment length, the mean spacing between adjacent radial
points in spin-ellipticity parameter space. We relate the features
seen in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks to the physical structures and
dynamical properties of galaxies of all morphologies, particularly
in identifying unusual structures such as embedded and counter-
rotating discs. These properties, whilst difficult to interpret in
unilateral studies of photometry or stellar kinematics alone, are
readily identified in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks. We describe
the ‘rules of behaviour’ for each morpho-kinematic type below.
We note that inclination will influence the value and possibly the
appearance of spin-ellipticity radial tracks as both the apparent
ellipticity and spin values are higher when seen edge-on than when
seen at other inclination angles.
4.1 Elliptical galaxies
The spin-ellipticity radial tracks of four typical elliptical galaxies
(SAMI 54202, SAMI 136605, SAMI 422406, and SAMI 505765)
are shown in Fig. 9. SAMI 136605 (Fig. 9, diamond track) and
SAMI 422406 (Fig. 9, square track) display little net rotation and
are primarily pressure supported. Little variation in the velocity
profile results in a similar trend in the local spin, irrespective of
velocity dispersion. This relation consequently explains the slightly
extended spin-ellipticity radial tracks seen for elliptical galaxies
with a larger variation in the velocity profile, e.g. SAMI 54202 and
SAMI 505765. As expected, a smaller difference between V/σ (Rmax)
and V/σ (Rmin) corresponds to a reduced spin-ellipticity radial track
segment length, whereas a larger difference between V/σ (Rmax)
and V/σ (Rmin) due to increased recession velocity corresponds to
an extended track segment length. This correlation is unsurprising
given the similar behaviour of V/σ (R) and λ(R). A reduction in
the difference between V/σ (R) at maximum and minimum radius is
seen as a reduced difference in λ(Rmax) and λ(Rmin), restricting the
spin domain of the track on the spin-ellipticity radial plot.
Constraining the ellipticity domain, thus ensuring a short track
segment length, is the weak trend of ellipticity on mean radius. The
ellipticity of the elliptical galaxies in the sample show only minor
variation, indicating a smooth internal substructure. Consistent with
the findings of Emsellem et al. (2007) in the SAURON Survey,
elliptical galaxies in the SAMI sample typically have low ellipticity
values of ε(R)  0.3; the spin-ellipticity radial tracks of elliptical
galaxies are thus concentrated in the bottom left corner of the
spin-ellipticity radial plot. Elliptical galaxies with minimal rotation
produce a spin-ellipticity radial track concentrated about a point
in spin-ellipticity space (i.e. a very short track segment length),
whereas elliptical galaxies with an increased net rotation produce
an extended track segment length within the ε(R)  0.3 and λ(R)
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 0.4 bounds, due to a greater difference in primarily spin with
increasing radius. SAMI 238500 (Fig. 7) clearly demonstrates the
spin-ellipticity radial track of an elliptical galaxy with an increased
net rotation, compared to the spin-ellipticity radial track of the slow
rotator SAMI 136605 (diamond track in Fig. 9, elliptical panel).
4.2 Lenticular galaxies
Lenticular galaxies typically produce positively sloped spin-
ellipticity radial profiles (Fig. 9): this applies to 156/169 of S0
galaxies in the sample. Deviations from this trend are likely due
to structures in the images, such as bars, that reduce the ellipticity
with increasing radius (see Sections 3 and 4.3). Noticeably, the
sharp reversal in ellipticity at large radii, as seen in 5 of 169 galax-
ies (SAMI 84680, SAMI 98097, SAMI 227278, SAMI 238412,
and SAMI 387715 in Appendix B), corresponds to increasingly
circularized isophotes. Comparing the sudden reversal in lenticular
galaxy ellipticity to that displayed by a large proportion of early-
spiral galaxies (Section 4.3) suggests sharp direction changes within
a spin-ellipticity radial track may be related to changes in the
radial photometric dominance of various structural components
(e.g. bulge, disc, and/or haloes). In the five lenticular galaxies with a
notable reversal in ellipticity at large radii, a bar structure is present
in the HSC and KiDS image of SAMI 84680 and SAMI 387715,
respectively (Appendix B). Both SAMI 227278 and SAMI 238412
have a monotonically increasing velocity profile an monotonically
decreasing velocity dispersion profile (Appendix B); however, the
KiDS images for both suggests SAMI 227278 and SAMI 238412
contain an embedded disc structure. The spin-ellipticity radial tracks
for SAMI 227278 and SAMI 238412 indicate a sudden reversal in
ellipticity consistent with that exhibited by embedded disc galaxies;
however, the spin-ellipticity radial track of SAMI 238412 does not
have decrease in spin with increasing radius. The lack of radially
decreasing spin in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks for SAMI 238412
may be explained by the embedded disc structure extending beyond
the probed radii. Critically, if an embedded disc galaxy is not probed
to radii such that spin (and hence V/σ ) begins to radially decrease,
(V/sigma)max and V/σ (Rmax) will coincide, forcing the IED to 0. This
is true for both SAMI 227278 and SAMI 238412 (i.e. IED = 0).
The rotation of lenticular galaxies increases whilst the velocity
dispersion decreases with radius, with the notable exceptions of
SAMI 321035, SAMI 375564, and SAMI 534763. SAMI 321035
and SAMI 534763 have a radially increasing velocity dispersion
driven by a small number of outlying spaxels at outer radii, whereas
SAMI 375546 has a definite radial increase in velocity dispersion,
the cause of which is unknown. The majority of embedded disc
galaxies (Section 4.4) were classified as lenticular galaxies, but are
readily distinguished through their spin-ellipticity radial tracks, as
seen in Fig. 9 (also see Section 4.4).
4.3 Spiral galaxies
Similar to lenticular galaxies, 77 out of 133 of the early spiral
galaxies demonstrate a positively sloped spin-ellipticity radial track
(Fig. 9, early spiral Type I panel). The remaining 56 do not show
strict adherence to a radially increasing ellipticity trend, thus giving
a variety of shapes in the spin-ellipticity radial profiles (Fig. 9, early
spiral Type II panel).
The median track segment length of early spirals is greater
than lenticular galaxies: LeSp = 0.038, compared to LS0 = 0.027
(Fig. 5). Local spin consistently increases with radius, with the
exception of local spin at the maximum radius of six early spiral
galaxies, which decreases slightly (SAMI 40164, SAMI 178197,
SAMI 202398, SAMI 347470, SAMI 485924, and SAMI 618108).
Of these six, SAMI 40164 shows clear substructures indicative of a
recent merger on the KiDS image, and SAMI 178197 is a 2σ galaxy
candidate from its velocity dispersion map.
Increased fluctuations in the ellipticity and spin of early spirals
occurs particularly at large radii, when compared to lenticular
galaxies. These fluctuations are consistent with isophotal ellipses
being fit through the spiral arms. Importantly, early spirals of Type
II do not follow the positively-sloped spin-ellipticity trend for outer
radii (Fig. 9, early spiral Type II panel), but have spin-ellipticity
radial tracks that may be naturally ‘split’ into two segments with a
positive-gradient segment and a negative-gradient segment. The first
segment is indicated by radially increasing ellipticity, and the second
radially decreasing ellipticity: this pattern is clearly exemplified by
SAMI 492384 (Fig. 7). The two-part ellipticity profile of many early
spirals (seen in Fig. 9, Early Spiral II panel) further emphasizes the
importance of the differing bulge-disc structures, with the ‘turning
point’ in the spin-ellipticity radial profile indicating the radial extent
of a highly elliptical bulge structure. Spiral galaxies of Type I do not
have a turning point in spin-ellipticity space. The lack of a turning
point in the spin-ellipticity tracks of Type I early spirals is explained
by the ellipticity of the bulge not differing significantly from the
ellipticity of the disc.
Spiral galaxies of Type II do have a turning point in spin-ellipticity
space, indicating a transition from elliptical bulge to disc domination
of the light profile. Prior to the turning point, dramatic increases
in ellipticity indicates an elliptical bulge, or weak bar structure.
The ensuing ellipticity decrease is consequently a return to the
increasingly circular isophote regime, as a function of radius. The
bulge-disc domination interpretation may naturally be extended to
explain barred spiral galaxy profiles, whereby the radial variation in
ellipticity is greatly exaggerated compared to early spirals, and the
turning point in spin-ellipticity space occurring at a median value
of 0.88Re (Section 4.6). Variation seen in the ellipticity beyond
the turning point between different galaxies is due to detailed
substructures (i.e. the spiral arms), causing rapid variation in the
ellipse-fitting used to model the outer radii of the galaxy. Ellipticity
variation caused by substructures (such as spiral arms) is supported
by the lack of variation in the majority of lenticular galaxies within
the sample, which have a smooth radial-luminosity profile extending
to the outermost radii.
It is unclear whether the early spiral class is truly bimodal;
however, one hypothesis for the occurrence of the two qualitative
trends in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks is the presence of a less
elliptical outer section than inner section for Type II such that εouter
< εinner and εouter > εinner for Type I.
In contrast to early-type spirals, a large proportion of late spirals
do not necessarily demonstrate positively sloped spin-ellipticity
radial tracks. As shown in Fig. 9, late-type spirals span a range
of slopes, including some with a negative spin-ellipticity slope (e.g.
SAMI 511921, diamond points in Fig. 9 Late Spiral panel), and
others with a near-vertical slope (e.g. SAMI 78791, circles in the
‘Late Spiral’ panel of Fig. 9). The median track segment length
of late spirals is seen to be comparable to that of lenticulars, with
LlSp = 0.028 (Fig. 5). Applying the same bulge-disc interpretation
of the spin-ellipticity radial profile of early spirals to late spirals,
only eight from a total of sixty-four galaxies may be divided
naturally into two segments, with the remainder following straight-
line profiles with varying slopes. The lack of a large proportion of
late spirals with sharp reversals in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks
highlights the reduced prominence of bulges in late spiral galaxies.
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This interpretation is supported by the respective velocity dispersion
maps, which are constant for galaxies with a straight-line spin-
ellipticity radial track, compared to the prominence of increased
velocity dispersion in the galactic centre in early spiral galaxies.
The V/σ (R) profiles of both early and late spirals are consistent
with V/σ (R) increasing uniformly with radius.
Four spiral galaxies (SAMI 55245, SAMI 296742, SAMI 422289,
and SAMI 543895) were found to possess no defined rotation.
Inspecting the HSC image of SAMI 55245 reveals the galaxy to
be a merger, with a large shell visible to the left of the galactic
centre. SAMI 543895, from its velocity map, has no rotation at
low radii, consistent with an unresolved kinematically decoupled
core. Rotation is apparent in the outer radii of the velocity map,
at about 2Re. The cause of a lack of rotation in the remaining two
anomalous spirals, SAMI 296742 and SAMI 422289, is unclear
(both are shown in Appendix B).
4.4 Embedded disc galaxies
The spin-ellipticity radial tracks of embedded disc galaxies produce
a distinct counterclockwise signature, the result of a radial decrease
in ellipticity and an initial radial increase, followed by a radial
decrease, in the local spin (Fig. 9), a pattern consistent with the
hypothesis of Graham et al. (2017). Three galaxies: SAMI 56140
(square track), SAMI 136841 (circle track), and SAMI 347432
(triangle track), shown in Fig. 9, have an embedded disc structure
determined through the spin-ellipticity radial tracks. A further four
galaxies (SAMI 91697, SAMI 505341, SAMI 545903, and SAMI
618976) are identified as potential embedded disc candidates. SAMI
56140 has an IED > 4 (Fig. 6), whereas SAMI 136841 and SAMI
347432 both have an IED < 4. Consequently, the embedded disc
structure of SAMI 136841 and SAMI 347432 would prove difficult
to be identified from kinematics alone (e.g. Foster et al. 2018). The
first turning point in the spin-ellipticity radial track of an embedded
disc galaxy corresponds to a sudden reversal in ellipticity (similar
to that of early spirals), whilst the second turning point in the spin-
ellipticity radial track corresponds to a sudden reversal in local
spin. Turning points that are well-spaced in radius provide the
spin-ellipticity radial track greater curvature, e.g. SAMI 56140. In
Fig. 5, the median track segment length of embedded disc galaxies,
LES = 0.034, is seen to be greater than both elliptical and lenticular
galaxies: the two morpho-dynamical types that embedded disc
galaxies span. The high LES in embedded disc galaxies compared
to elliptical and lenticular galaxies is a result of greater variation in
ε(R) and λ(R) with radius.
Embedded disc galaxies have a radially dependent initial in-
crease, with a subsequent decrease, in the V/σ (R) profile, and in-
creased velocity dispersion along the minor rotation axis compared
to the major rotation axis (i.e. Arnold et al. 2014; Foster et al. 2018).
Of the three identified embedded disc galaxies, each has a V/σ (R)
profile consistent with that expected from an embedded disc, and
strong evidence for increased velocity dispersion along the minor
rotation axis. Of these galaxies, SAMI 56140 presents the clearest
evidence of an embedded disc structure (Fig. 8), consistent with the
findings of Foster et al. (2018). SAMI 347432 is also identified as
an embedded disc galaxy by Foster et al. (2018), though its spin-
ellipticity radial track has less defined curvature than that of SAMI
56140 (Fig. 9). Difference in curvature in the spin-ellipticity radial
track of embedded disc galaxies may be attributed to a difference in
disc orientation relative to the bulge. In the case of SAMI 56140, the
disc is seen through visual inspection to be misaligned with respect
to the bulge. Viewing inclination is also expected to affect the spin-
ellipticity radial track of a galaxy. A galaxy viewed from an edge-on
perspective is expected to have higher spin and ellipticity values than
when viewed face-on. A profile with the distinguishing embedded
disc curvature occurring at greater radii (e.g. SAMI 347432) is
indicative of a larger embedded disc component, compared to a
galaxy with a profile having the distinct curvature occurring at lower
radii (e.g. SAMI 56140). Thus, from the spin-ellipticity radial plot,
the size of the embedded disc structure relative to the total galaxy
size may be estimated.
4.5 2σ galaxies
From the SAMI sample, the double dispersion peaks in the two-
dimensional velocity dispersion map of SAMI 239560 (Fig. 8)
shows compelling evidence of a counter-rotating structure. This
galaxy was initially identified through an anomalous spin-ellipticity
radial profile, and confirmed by its velocity dispersion map and
V/σ (R) profile. The spin-ellipticity radial track demonstrates an
initial increase in the local spin parameter with increasing ellipticity,
followed by a sudden decrease in spin and marginal loss in ellipticity
with radius. The track segment length of SAMI 239560 is short:
L2σ = 0.021. The spin-ellipticity radial track of SAMI 239560 is
consistent within the probed radial range with the spin-ellipticity
radial track of the 2σ galaxy NGC 4473, presented in Bellstedt
et al. (2017b) from the SLUGGS Survey. As in the second panel
of the second row of Fig. 8, the dominant recessional velocity at
outer radii is partially bordered by an oppositely directed recessional
velocity, hinting at the counter-rotating structure. A lack of opposing
recessional velocities enclosing the inner recessional velocities at
the outer measured radii is attributed to not having data at large
enough radii. From Fig. 8, the data for SAMI 239560 extends
to just beyond ∼1.5Re, thus if the radius at which both counter-
rotating discs contribute equally to the measured rotation were
located beyond 1.5Re, the differing recessional velocities would
not be apparent in the velocity map.
Using the spin-ellipticity radial profile of SAMI 239560 as
an expected 2σ galaxy signature, one other potential 2σ galaxy,
SAMI 99430, was identified (Fig. 9). The velocity dispersion
map of SAMI 239560 clearly exhibits minimum dispersion in
the central regions of the galaxy, monotonically increasing with
radius (Fig. 8), whereas SAMI 99340 does not display the same
clear decreased velocity dispersion in the galactic centre. The
velocity dispersion profile of SAMI 239560 is consistent with
the 2σ galaxy NGC 4473 (e.g. Krajnovic´ et al. 2011; Alabi et al.
2015). Interestingly, the embedded disc index (equation 11) was
exceptionally high for SAMI 239560, IED > 10 (Fig. 6). This is
owing to the large difference in (V/σ )max and V/σ (Rmax), as shown
in the fifth panel of the second row of Fig. 8: the V/σ (R) profile
monotonically decreases with radius, thus (V/σ )max and V/σ (Rmax)
do not coincide. As (V/σ )max and V/σ (Rmax) should not coincide
for any 2σ galaxy, 2σ galaxies should have a non-zero IED. Indeed,
SAMI 99430 has a small but non-zero IED of 1.99.
4.6 Barred spiral galaxies
The spin-ellipticity radial tracks traced by barred spiral galaxies
in the SAMI sample demonstrate a definite pattern (Fig. 9). As
with lenticular and early spiral galaxies, the spin-ellipticity radial
tracks of all barred spiral galaxies show a clear transition from the
bar/bulge to disc regimes, seen as a sudden reversal from radially
increasing ellipticity to decreasing ellipticity. Prior to the change
in the ellipticity–radial relation, barred spiral galaxies show, as
a function of radius, either a dramatic increase in ellipticity and
a modest increase in spin (e.g. SAMI 422286, diamond points
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in Fig. 9 Barred spiral panel, ε(R) 	 0.5, λ(R) 	 0.3), or
a dramatic increase in spin and a less-pronounced increase in
ellipticity (e.g. SAMI 17314, square track in Fig. 9 Barred Spiral
panel, ε(R) 	 0.15, λ(R) 	 0.5). The dramatic increase in either
ε(R) or λ(R) is responsible for the very high median track segment
length of barred spirals, LeSB = 0.053 (Fig. 5). As was the case
for spiral galaxies, the turning point in the spin-ellipticity radial
track of barred spiral galaxies is caused by ellipse fitting to two
components: the bar and the disc. Prior to the sudden ellipticity
reversal, the rapid increase in ellipticity with radius of a barred
spiral galaxy is an exaggerated version of a non-barred early-type
spiral due to the high ellipticity of the bar structure (e.g. in particular
SAMI 422286). As for spiral galaxies, the radial transition from bar
to disc domination is determined by the turning point in the spin-
ellipticity radial profile. The increase of spin with radius (seen as
the vertical displacement of radial points in spin-ellipticity space)
is fairly consistent both prior to and beyond the turning point in the
spin-ellipticity radial track. Consequently, galaxies with a dramatic
increase in spin prior to the reversal in ellipticity continue to have a
dramatic increase in spin beyond the ellipticity reversal point (e.g.
SAMI 17314, Fig. 9). Crucially, the local spin increases with radius
irrespective of ellipticity, which is also reflected as an increase in
the V/σ (R) ratio with radius.
4.7 Differentiating barred spiral and embedded disc galaxies
Comparing the spin-ellipticity radial tracks of barred spiral and
embedded disc galaxies, the distinction is subtle. The key difference
is the number of turning points within the profile. Neglecting the
outermost radial point, barred spiral galaxies have one turning point:
where ellipticity suddenly decreases with radius. On the other hand,
embedded disc galaxies have two turning points: the first where
ellipticity reverses from radially increasing to radially decreasing,
and the second, where spin dramatically decreases. In the particular
case of SAMI 56140, these turning points are well-separated in
radius, and are related to the three regimes of the velocity dispersion
map. At small radii, an embedded disc galaxy behaves similar to
a typical disc (e.g. S0) galaxy, with a radial decrease in velocity
dispersion corresponding to the first turning point in the spin-
ellipticity radial track, analogous to the turning point exhibited
by early spiral galaxies. Unlike early spiral galaxies, the velocity
dispersion for an embedded disc galaxy then increases at large
radii, corresponding to a second turning point and a subsequent
decline in spin. The definite local spin decrease seen at extreme
radii in embedded disc galaxies is not seen in barred spiral galaxies.
This is confirmed by the behaviour of V/σ (R) for barred spiral and
embedded disc galaxies.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this work, we study the use of spin-ellipticity radial tracks as a
morpho-dynamical approach to classifying galaxies for 507 SAMI
galaxies with stellar kinematics out to 1.5Re. Our conclusions are
presented below:
(i) We show that a bilateral approach combining photometry
and stellar kinematics produces spin-ellipticity radial tracks that
are particular to each morpho-dynamical type. The spin-ellipticity
radial tracks highlight structural differences within a galaxy, in
particular embedded discs and counter-rotating discs, which would
otherwise not be seen in a unilateral study of photometry or
kinematics alone. Consequently, seven morpho-dynamical types are
identified: elliptical, lenticular, early spiral, late spiral, barred spiral,
embedded disc, and 2σ galaxies.
(ii) The radial transition from bulge-to-disc domination of spi-
rals, particularly barred spirals, is found from the sudden ellipticity
reversal from radially increasing to radially decreasing ellipticity in
the spin-ellipticity radial track. The lesser prominence of a bulge
in late spirals compared to early spirals is seen through a lack of a
sudden reversal in ellipticity in the spin-ellipticity radial track.
(iii) The importance of probing the outer radii of galaxies in
morphological and kinematic studies is highlighted by the features
found at the galactic outskirts in the spin-ellipticity radial tracks,
such as the radial transition from bulge domination to disc domina-
tion of the light profile.
The use of spin-ellipticity radial tracks presents a powerful,
information-dense, hybrid morpho-dynamical taxonomy method
to both classify and confirm the structure of galaxies. This work
emphasizes the need to treat galaxies not as single points on the spin-
ellipticity diagram, but instead explicitly probe radial variations.
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A PPENDIX A : D IAGNOSTIC PLOTS O F 1 .0 RE
To justify the decision to limit our study to those galaxies with stellar kinematics out to at least 1.5Re, we initially increase the sample size
to include all galaxies with measured stellar kinematics out to 1Re. This reduced radial range is often insufficient in identifying galaxies
with defining features located at beyond the inner radii (e.g. spiral arms). Barred spiral galaxies with stellar kinematics out to only 1Re
were particularly poorly resolved in their spin-ellipticity radial tracks, as the bar is typically the dominant feature within the 0–1Re radial
range. Those galaxies with radially independent structure (i.e. ellipticals) and structures located at small radii (i.e. embedded discs and
counter-rotating discs) produced similar spin-ellipticity radial tracks as those galaxies with stellar kinematics out to 1.5Re. We therefore limit
our analysis and discussion to those galaxies with measured kinematic data out to 1.5Re; however, galaxies with interesting substructures
able to be resolved with stellar kinematics out to 1Re are presented in diagnostic plots (Fig. A1); these are embedded disc candidates and 2σ
galaxy candidates. Plotting IED against V/σ at 1Re (as in Fig. 6) clearly identifies seven galaxies that are likely to possess an embedded disc
(Fig. 6).
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Figure A1. Diagnostic plots of select SAMI galaxies from the 1.0Re data set. Columns as per Fig. 7, organized by catalogue ID, for SAMI 62435 to SAMI
544749. Note the maximum probed radii extends to only 1.5Re.
A PPENDIX B: D IAGNOSTIC PLOTS O F 1 .5 RE DATA SET
The diagnostic plots for all galaxies from the 1.5Re data set discussed in the paper are presented for reference. Here, ‘NR’ indicates a
non-rotator, and a ‘?’ an unconfirmed candidate for a specific morpho-dynamical type. The diagnostic plots and classification for all 507
galaxies in the study may be found in the supplementary material.
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Figure B1. Diagnostic plots of SAMI galaxies discussed in the paper. Columns as per Fig. 7, organized by catalogue ID, for SAMI 40164 to SAMI 99430.
Note the radial range extends from 0.0Re to 4.0Re.
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Figure B2. Diagnostic plots of SAMI galaxies discussed in the paper. Columns as per Fig. 7, organized by catalogue ID, for SAMI 105738 to SAMI 227278.
Note the radial range extends from 0.0Re to 4.0Re.
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Figure B3. Diagnostic plots of SAMI galaxies discussed in the paper. Columns as per Fig. 7, organized by catalogue ID, for SAMI 238412 to SAMI 387715.
Note the radial range extends from 0.0Re to 4.0Re.
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Figure B4. Diagnostic plots of SAMI galaxies discussed in the paper. Columns as per Fig. 7, organized by catalogue ID, for SAMI 422286 to SAMI 534763.
Note the radial range extends from 0.0Re to 4.0Re.
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Figure B5. Diagnostic plots of SAMI galaxies discussed in the paper. Columns as per Fig. 7, organized by catalogue ID, for SAMI 543895 to SAMI 618976.
Note the radial range extends from 0.0Re to 4.0Re.
APPEN D IX C : G ALAXIES WITH OUTLYING SPI N-ELLI PTI CI TY RADI AL TRAC KS
Galaxies with atypical spin-ellipticity radial tracks for their morpho-dynamical class, as described in Section 3.3, are presented in Table C1.
Table C1. Classifications of SAMI galaxies with atypical spin-ellipticity radial tracks. The original classification is presented in the SDSS column, followed
by the classification from higher resolution HSC or KiDS data (Section 3.2). The classification from the spin-ellipticity radial tracks is given in column four.
If classification is not possible in any column, a ‘?’ is recorded.
SAMI ID SDSS HSC/KiDS Spin-ellipticity
41354 lSp lSp ?
48506 lSp lSp ?
93023 eSp eSp ?
105738 eSB eSB eSp/lSp
136616 S0 S0 ?
136688 eSp eSp ?
145073 lSp ? ?
184415 lSp lSp eSp
202399 S0 S0 E/S0
220499 S0 S0 eSB
271387 S0 S0 ?
278840 S0 S0 lSp
323566 E E E/S0
375615 E E lSp
382505 E E eSp
485924 eSp eSp E
491508 S0 S0 eSp
548946 eSB eSB eSp
570207 S0 S0 ?
574617 eSp eSp lSp
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